BAPSA - The Babson Asian Pacific Student Association is based upon these four principles: diversity, self-awareness, friend and experience.

What a year for BAPSA! We have succeeded in bringing more members into the club to participate in our activities. It started with our first general meeting, followed by our annual canoe trip. Later, we attended Boston Asian Student Intercollegiate Conference to represent Babson. Other events for the semester include a midnight snack, Wrentham shopping trip, Asian Network dinner with other schools including Wellesley and MIT, basketball and volleyball tournaments. This year, BAPSA has been a success, thanks to the great team work of the e-board members, and the support of all of our members.
**Our Mission**

A chartered student organization since 1971, the BSU is primarily concerned with the continual improvement of life for black students at Babson. The BSU:

- Strives to further the intellectual, cultural, political and social development of members by seeking to form a strong and supportive community within the current membership as well as with alumni.

- Promotes positive self-identification with black history and culture, a higher level of black consciousness, activism and mutual understanding among all cultures and people.

- Recognizes individual talent and provides members with leadership, decision-making, planning and implementation opportunities, a forum to discuss social issues, Babson College issues, and a chance to improve the lives of others through meaningful community service.

- Is dedicated to attracting and retaining black students to Babson College and promoting higher education to black youth.

- Endeavors to educate members, the Babson community, and society at large about black heritage, and encourage a positive image of blacks.
Hillel is The Foundation for Jewish Campus Life, which provides opportunities for Jewish students to explore and celebrate their Jewish identity through Babson and other schools in the Boston area. Hillel engages students in all sorts of activities including services, a dance night at a club in Boston (Faffel Ball) and traditional meals of bagel brunches and Friday night dinners.
The 2004-2005 school year has been one of the most exciting in the history of the Babson Entrepreneurial Exchange. The BEE held about 20 events, bringing in renowned speakers, such as Paul Fireman (CEO of Reebok), Ted English (CEO of the TJX Companies, including, TJ Maxx, Marshalls, Home Goods, Bobs), Barry & Elliot Tatelman (president and CEO of Jordan's Furniture), Pete Nicholas (CEO of Boston Scientific), Richard Gelfond (CEO of IMAX), Roger Berkowitz (president and CEO of Legal Sea Foods), and many others.

The year was capped off with the annual Conference on Entrepreneurship, which brought in record numbers of attendees and dozens of fantastic entrepreneur panelists. This year also marked the founding of the Entrepreneurial Alliance, an alliance of student run entrepreneurship organizations including schools such as Harvard, MIT, Yale, Dartmouth, Olin, NYU, Brown, and Tufts, to name a few. The inaugural event for the Entrepreneurial Alliance was hosted by the BEE, and held at Babson. This event, based on The Apprentice Television show, gave students from many schools an opportunity to work together to solve a business problem. This year marked the 21st anniversary of the Babson Entrepreneurial Exchange, and surely will be one to be remembered.
The iTower (Investment Tower) is a special interest housing community for students interested in finance and investments. Created in the fall of 2003, iTower has just completed its second year. The iTower creates “The Week Ahead”, a weekly newsletter brief of upcoming events on Wall Street that is e-mailed out to over 150 undergrad and graduate students. Additionally, the iTower has been working on creating its own virtual stock exchange (www.babsonitower.com), and hopes to have the program running up by next year. The iTower is located on the 3rd floor of Van Winkle B Tower, and is open to all members of the College.

2004 Officers:

President: Chaim Pizem
VP, Administration: Yasmin Cruz
Associate VP: Robert Giliberto
Treasurer: Carla Filamor
Secretary: Galina Zelfond
Faculty Advisor: Michael Goldstein
The Babson Dance Ensemble is completely student-run and choreographed. Each semester, our shows draw a larger crowd than many of the sporting events. We pride ourselves on continually trying to find ways to make our shows more enjoyable and exciting for our audience, and this year was no exception.

This year, BDE accepted 18 new members, and several of them have already begun choreographing. We have 22 graduating seniors, and are sad to see them leave, but thankful that they could share their talents and love of dance. Many of those in the organization have formed friendships with our seniors, and they will be truly missed. Good luck.
The Babson Players is the only completely student-run drama organization at Babson. At any given time, we have 25-35 active members who participate both on and off the stage. We organize, produce, and perform one show per semester, (a comedy in the fall and a musical in the spring), for the Babson community. Whether you want to be on stage, make costumes, design lighting, build set pieces, stage manage, or just help out, there are opportunities for everyone to get involved in every show.

This season was exceptional. Everyone involved in our two productions had fun, and it showed in the quality of our performances. In October, we performed the murder mystery comedy, "But Why Bump Off Barnaby". This spring, we performed the musical comedy "Guys and Dolls". We would like to thank the seniors for all of their hard work and dedication to the Players!
Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of people who campaign for internationally recognized human rights.

Amnesty International’s vision is of a world in which every person enjoys all of the human rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights standards.

In pursuit of this vision, Amnesty International’s mission is to undertake research and action focused on preventing and ending grave abuses of the rights to physical and mental integrity, freedom of conscience and expression, and freedom from discrimination, within the context of its work to promote all human rights.

Amnesty International is independent of any government, political ideology, economic interest or religion. It does not support or oppose any government or political system, nor does it support or oppose the views of the victims whose rights it seeks to protect. It is concerned solely with the impartial protection of human rights.

Staff Members:

Shelby Catino, Barbara Wong, Supreet Maniktala,
David Taylor, William Budd and Ariah Reilly
Habitat for Humanity is an international organization that strives to provide reasonable housing to all people. Habitat works through affiliate bases all over the world to relieve homelessness or impoverished housing. Each affiliate organizes volunteers working on several construction sites to work alongside community members and the future Habitat homeowners. The goal is to produce not only shelter, but also a strong sense of community and achievement.

Not only does the Babson Chapter of Habitat for Humanity volunteer at various sites in Boston, but every year, a group of its member students and faculty go to an out of state location to volunteer. For the past two years and even next year, we will be going to Mexico, as their community has become a part of us. Their genuine warmth and generosity, in addition to the exposure to this culture and underprivileged community has inspired the volunteers to make social entrepreneurship an integral part of their careers.
The Student Government Association consists of six Executive Board Members, 60 Senators, and 30 House Representatives. SGA has the vision to increase Babson pride and community involvement by giving all students the tools, knowledge, and resources to raise school spirit, create leaders, become proactive, and improve their own lives at Babson. Our community not only realize we are “the voice of the student body,” but we are also its ears - we listen to issues, ideas, questions, and concerns, and act on them. This year, SGA educated students on what impact they could make on this campus. With support from SGA, we saw students and student groups collaborate and host great events, speakers, leadership retreats, and outings. In addition to activities, we continue to educate members of our community and help them become better leaders by hosting leadership seminars, retreats, info sessions, and luncheons. The Student Government Association has worked very hard to give more than what was expected of us with the hope that others will do the same.

2004-2005 Executive Board

Kristen McQuaid, President
Jocelyn Chao, Executive Vice-President
Terry Naas, Vice President of Finance
Nikki Penikas, Vice President of Communications
Gautam Gupta, Vice President of Commerce
Patrick Cahill, Vice President of Campus Activities
CAB strives to create a strong social atmosphere within the Babson Community through cultural, social, political, and educational events. CAB sponsors everything from concerts, films, comedians, guest speakers, to pub-nights.
The Admission Assistant Program (AAP) is a group of enthusiastic and diverse undergraduate students dedicated to providing prospective families and visitors the most accurate and positive view of what it's like to be a member of the Babson community. Working under the umbrella of the Admission Office, our organization strives to reflect our pride in Babson and interest in its future by being the link between current and prospective students. For new members of the community, we are the first face of the student body.

Babson College Radio is dedicated to providing a continuous stream of high quality, internet-based radio broadcasting to the Babson community. By offering a balanced mix of talk shows, sports commentary, and music, BCR strives to meet the diverse tastes and entertainment needs on campus. Each Thursday, you can hear the intoxicating rhythms of BCR DJs spinning the latest tracks for merry pub-goers. the Mr. and Miss Babson Competitions bring the campus together for two evenings of good natured, beauty pageant fun, and students cram for exams listening to the calming sounds of Pure Relaxation late night classical music. BCR can be heard across campus in Reynolds, Trim, Channel 9, and on student laptops everywhere. Are you tuned in? http://radio.babson.edu
Are you enjoying the 2005 yearbook so far? The 2005 Babsonian Yearbook has captured all the hard work and efforts of the Babsonian crew: Paul Burgess, Sarah Healey, Amanda Hellen, and Vivian Wong. We strive to compile an excellent and comprehensive yearbook, which document a year’s worth of fun, hardwork, success, and recognition printed on each Babson student’s face. This year’s talented crew continued to ignore deadlines for publishing, hunt down student leaders for organization pages, and harass seniors to sign up for senior portraits in order to compile the best possible yearbook. Without the little bits of help from everyone in the Babson community, the 2005 yearbook would not be printed and delivered on time. We hereby thank everyone who has cooperated with us, submitted pages, bought an Ad, and contributed pictures, text, and other random “stuff” that was included in this year’s book. We hope that you will keep on reading the rest of the book, and ENJOY!

Senior Editors: Sarah Healey & Vivian Wong
Secretary: Paul Burgess
Staff Members: Jenna Umbre, Amanda Hellen
Advisor: Maureen Lederhos